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1.  In how many years will the Talons of Peace come to get the 5 dragonets of the prophecy? 
8 years 

2. What did Tsunami, the SeaWing dragonet, want Clay, the Mud Wing dragonet, to do 2 years early? 
Tsunami wanted to leave their training to save the world and escape to save the world now. 

3. What was different about Sunny, the SandWing dragonet from other SandWings? 
Sunny was small and gold colored instead of sand colored. He eyes were gray/green instead of black and 
worst of all her tail was ordinary instead of having a poisonous barb at the end. 

4. Why did no one know for sure that the prophecy could still happen because of Glory, the RainWing 
dragonet? 
Glory was a last minute substitute when a SkyWing dragonet egg got broken. RainWings are more like 
lizards than dragons. 

5. What was Starflight’s characteristic that was different than the others? 
Starflight was a NightWing. His black scales made him almost invisible at night. 

6. When the dragonets were planning their escape from the caves and their training, why didn’t Tsunami, 
Clay, Glory and Starflight tell Sunny? 
Sunny couldn’t keep a secret so they were waiting until the last minute to tell her. 

7. The 3 dragon guardians were discussing a visitor was coming. The dragonets eavesdropped on the 
conversation. Who was coming? 
Morrowseer, the NightWing who had spoken the prophecy. 

8. Tsunami spoke up to Morrowseer. When he went after her, what did the 4 other dragonets do? 
Clay jumped on Morrowseer’s back and Sunny bit the vulnerable spot on his tail. Starflight and Glory 
froze. 

9. Morrowseer had the guardians chain Tsunami out of the water. What else did he say he wanted taken 
care of? 
Morrowseer wanted Glory killed by morning. Clay overheard the guardians planning to kill Glory. 

10. The dragonets plotted a way to keep Glory from being killed. What did they decide? 
Glory would camouflage herself in a dark corner of the cave while Clay would swim downstream in the 
river to find a way to the outside world.Once Clay got outside, he would come around to the door of the 
cave and open the latch to free the others. 

11. Clay left the other dragonets to find a way to the outer world by following the current of the river 
downstream. What happened to him when he surfaced in a warmer stream? 
Clay was stung by something sticky that smelled like rotten eggs. He lost consciousness after hitting his 
head on something hard while trying to get back to the river. 

12. Tsunami saved Clay. How did she escape the chains? 
Sunny and Starflight melted the chains with their fire breath. 

13. Why do SeaWings have scales that glow in the dark? 
They glow to attract other SeaWings. It’s how they choose partners. 

14. What did Clay and Tsunami see that told them they were almost outside? 
A bat. 

15. What did Clay do for the first time when the river plunged out of the cave and down a steep cliff? 
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He flew. 
16. Tsunami dislocated her wing when escaping the chains in the cave. Clay saw her falling and flew to save 

her. What else did he do to help her? 
Clay pushed her wing back in the socket. 

17. Clay and Tsunami came across a scavenger in the woods with a sack full of jewels. Who attacked the 
scavenger from behind, bit off his head , and reclaimed her jewels? 
Scarlet – queen of the SkyWings 

18. How long has Queen Scarlet ruled? 
30 years 

19. How many dragons have challenged Queen Scarlet to be ruler? 
14 

20. What is the name of the land? 
Pyrrhia 

21. Who destroyed the SkyWing egg and is an ally of the SkyWing Queen? 
Queen Burn, queen of the SandWings 

22. How do the dragonets escape from Scarlet after they first meet her? 
Tsunami stabbed her claw though the Queen’s tail at the vulnerable spot, driving it into the ground.  

23. Where do the dragonets head to after attacking the Queen after they first meet her? 
They fly up into the mountains and land on a ledge to a cave overlooking the rocky plateau.   

24. How does Clay, the MudWing, look in the sunlight? 
His normally plain brown scales are now golden with amber glints between and beneath his scales, and 
even the browns are darker like mahogany.   

25. How does Tsunami look in the sunlight? 
She looks bejeweled, like she’s made of sapphires and emeralds or oceans and leaves.   

26. How many moons are in the sky? 
3 

27. How do the dragons find the prison? 
They see smoke coming from the mountainside.  When they land nearby, they find dragon prints in the 
mud that they think belong to Kestrel.  The tracks lead to the gray boulder that blocks the outside 
entrance to the prison.   

28. What kinds of dragons do magic? 
Animus dragons, and the dragonets are not sure they are real.   

29. How do the dragonets move the boulder? 
Clay finds a stick jammed under the boulder.  They move the stick from side to side to loosen it until the 
boulder slowly rolls away with a soft, scraping sound.   

30. Who is in the cave when they move the boulder? 
Sunny 

31. Why is Starflight limping when they rescue the others from the prison? 
He is carrying his scrolls. 

32. What happens with the five dragons try to leave through the spot where they removed the boulder? 
Queen Scarlet followed them and is blocking the way with a row of SkyWings. 

33. How long has it been since Scarlet saw Kestrel? 
7 years 

34. How did the Queen find the dragonets’ prison? 
She followed the smoke signal they had set for Clay to find them.   

35. What happens when Dune finds the Queen with the dragonets? 
Scarlet attacks Dune and kills him by snapping his neck.   
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36. After Scarlet takes the dragonets, where are they kept prisoner? 
In Scarlet’s arena.  It is surrounded by spires with platforms big enough to pace around and lay down.  
The dragons’ wings are clipped down so if they fall, they can’t fly.  All of the dragons, about 100, are 
connected by wires to five other dragons.   

37. Who is Peril? 
The Queen’s Champion.  She brings Clay something to eat and explains the arena.   

38. What happens in the Queen’s arena? 
There’s a fight every day for the Queen’s amusement.  If a dragon keeps winning, they will go free.  But, 
when a dragon wins too much, she sends in Peril who beats them and they die.   

39. What new “art” does Queen Scarlet present at the first arena fight? 
A tree with Glory leashed to it.  She appears to be sleeping, coiled up in the branches of the tree.   

40. How does Peril with the arena fight against Horizon? 
Peril burns things just by touching them.   

41. What does Kestrel have in common with Horizon, the first dragon Peril defeats in the arena? 
Kestrel has the same scorch marks in the center of her palms, so Clay thinks maybe Kestrel fought 
against Peril and won.   

42. Why does Peril like fighting? 
She’s good at it, and the Queen is the only one who wants her.  The Queen encourages Peril to be her 
true self.   

43. What do Clay and Peril have in common? 
When Peril was born, she sucked all the fire out of her twin in the egg.   
When Clay was born, he attacked the other eggs in the nest.   

44. What does the Queen’s palace look like? 
There’s a central grand hall five stories high with balconies all around.  Windows are carved into the 
rock, letting sunlight in which bounces off of all of the gold in the floors and walls.   

45. Where is Kestrel being held? 
In a cage under the floor of the grand hall.  It’s a tight space and Kestrel is pinned down like a squirrel.   

46. What does the Queen say about RainWings? 
They are lazy. 

47. What does the Queen say about Mudwings? 
They are not smart.  

48. Who of the dragonets of destiny does Scarlet choose to fight first? 
Clay, against an IceWing.   

49. How does Starflight help Clay during the fight with Fjord, the IceWing? 
Starflight points to his mouth to remind Clay of an IceWing’s freezing-death breath.   

50. How does Clay fight against Fjord’s ice breath? 
He blasts his own fire breath at the same time.   

51. What surprise move does Clay pull on Fjord the IceWing in the arena? 
When Fjord charges at him, Clay drops and rolls under Fjord, slashing his belly.  Fjord gets mad because 
that’s not how MudWings are supposed to fight.  

52. How does Fjord die? 
He gets spattered by small black droplets on his face and neck.  The Queen thinks Clay did it but he did 
not.  Clay feel like he cheated because he doesn’t know who did it.   

53. What does Peril ask Clay to do in exchange for information about Sunny?   
Queen Scarlet told Peril she’s not allowed to watch the fights the next day, so Peril asks if she can hide 
up on Clay’s perch to watch.  Clay figures out that it will be Kestrel’s trial.   
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54. How does Peril make Clay feel better after his fight against Fjord? 
Peril gets a cauldron of mud which heats up when she touches it and puts it on Clay’s wounds.  Since he 
is a Mudwing, the mud starts to heal him.   

55. What special thing does Peril have to eat every day? 
She has to eat black rocks every day or she’ll die.   

56. What type of dragon is Peril? 
A SkyWing 

57. What does Clay figure out about Kestrel and Peril? 
He thinks Kestrel is Peril’s mother because Kestrel has the same scorch mark that Peril gave to another 
dragon, Kestrel supposedly disobeyed Scarlet, and Scarlet doesn’t want Peril to watch the trial.   

58. In Kestrel’s trial, who argues for the prosecution? 
Vermilion, Scarlet’s oldest son 

59. In Kestrel’s trial, who argues for the defense? 
Osprey, who is old, almost blind, and cannot fly because of a paralyzed tail.  He is the only one who is 
nice to Peril.   

60. What is Kestrel charged with? 
Disobeying the Queen, fleeing the Kingdom, and aiding and abetting the Talons of Peace  

61. What unusual thing does Osprey do at Kestrel’s trial? 
He actually defends her, challenging the Queen and pointing out how she changed the orders after 
Kestrel left.   

62. What is the true story of Peril’s birth? 
Peril and her brother both hatched, but she had too much fire while her brother did not have enough.  
Scarlet ordered Kestrel to kill both of them.  Kestrel fled with her dragonets.  When Scarlet caught up to 
them, she changed her order and said she would forgive Kestrel if she chose one dragonet to live and 
killed the other.  Kestrel killed the boy dragon with too little fire.  Scarlet changed her mind again and 
ordered both of the killed.  Kestrel tried to fly away with Peril, but Peril burned Kestrel’s talons and she 
dropped the dragonet.  Kestrel did not try to get Peril, and Scarlet raised Peril.   

63. What does Peril do at the end of Kestrel’s trial? 
She swoops down into the arena and says she will stand for Kestrel, as is the tradition of the Champion’s 
Shield.   

64. Who told Kestrel about the Champion’s Shield? 
Osprey, though Peril tries to say she read about it even though everyone knows she cannot hold paper 
because it burns up.   

65. What does Scarlet do to Osprey? 
She grabs him and carries him up to the height of the prison spires and drops him.  Because his tail is 
paralyzed, Osprey cannot fly and he falls to his death.   

66. What happens to one of the wires on Clay’s feet? 
Peril accidentally burned through it and his front right leg is free.   

67. How does Clay try to get Peril’s attention the night of the banquet for Burn? 
He takes the wire that came off of his leg and rubs it against the other wires connected to his body 
which makes a sound.  He figures out how to play different notes and plays the only song he knows, 
about the dragonets saving everyone.   

68. What happens when Clay plays the dragonet song? 
All the dragons in the prison recognize the song and they start singing.   

69. How do Scarlet and Burn respond to the prisoners singing about the dragonet prophecy? 
Queens Scarlet and Burn come out from the banquet to tell them to be quiet.   

70. What does Scarlet do to Tsunami, Starflight and Clay after the singing? 
She tells soldiers to bring them to her.   
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71. How does Clay distract the soldiers from noticing his missing wire? 
He flaps his wings and whacks them in the head.  One threatens to drop him and the other says they 
can’t; while they argue, they each think the other unhooked the leg that doesn’t have a wire.   

72. Where does Scarlet put the three dragonets so they won’t interrupt the feast again? 
She puts them in Peril’s room and blocks the entrance with black rocks that she sets on fire.   

73. Burn wants to kill the dragonets right then to end the prophecy but Scarlet says no.  Why? 
Scarlet thinks that if the dragonets die publicly in the arena, they’ll see how weak the dragonets are and 
lose faith in the prophecy.  If they kill them in secret, people won’t believe it and the prophecy will gain 
power.   

74. Where is Sunny being held? 
In a cage hung over the feasting hall 

75. How do the dragonets escape from Peril’s room? 
Peril moves the burning black rocks to the side since she can touch fire and the others leave.  Peril puts 
the rocks back so no one will know they’re gone.   

76. What happens when the dragonets try to escape during the feast? 
Peril tells the Queen they are trying to escape (even though she was helping them), and Scarlet 
intercepts them at the waterfall where they were going to hide until the morning.   

77. When the dragonets are returned to Peril’s room, who does Scarlet think moved the burning rocks? 
She thinks Clay did it, that he figured out what MudWings born from a blood-red egg can do (walk 
through fire).  

78. What is special about dragons born from a blood-red egg? 
They can walk through fire.  

79. Where do dragons get their strength from? 
Their natural habitats 

80. How was the dragon who refused to fight punished? 
Since he was a SeaWing, they took away all of his water for months and now he is emaciated and insane.   

81. Who fights against the dehydrated SeaWing in the first fight on Scarlet’s Hatching Day? 
Tsunami fights him and when she has him pinned, she says she has won so the fight is over by Scarlet 
insists that Tsunami kill the dragon.   

82. How does Queen Burn feel about all of Queen’s Scarlet’s fighting dragons and feasting? 
She thinks it is frivolous – a waste of time.   

83. Who does Tsunami fight second on Scarlet’s Hatching Day fights? 
Scarlet pairs her up with Starflight because she wants to see a NightWing fight, but they refuse to fight 
and hug each other instead.   

84. What does Scarlet do when Tsunami and Starflight refuse to fight each other? 
She released four scavengers into the arena to attack them.  The dragonets had never practiced fighting 
or hunting scavengers.   

85. Who interrupts the fight between Tsunami, Starflight and the scavengers? 
Morrowseer returns to claim Starflight as one of “our” (NightWing) dragons and takes him away.  He 
does not claim the other Dragonets of Destiny. 

86. What does Scarlet do after Morrowseer takes Starflight away? 
She announces that Peril will fight a dragon who is impervious to fire – Clay. 

87. What happens when Clay and Peril start to fight? 
Peril gets the wind knocked out of her because she isn’t used to fighting someone who can hit back.   

88. Clay finds out why Peril betrayed the dragonets to Scarlet when they tried to escape.  Why? 
Peril wants Clay to like her best of all, not any of the other dragonets.  She says they have other friends 
but she only has Clay.  She wants Clay to stay with her.   
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89. What do the dragons in the audience do while Peril and Clay are fighting? 
They lean in and listen to their conversation.  Clay says he doesn’t want to fight her.   

90. What does Clay think the Dragonets of Destiny are supposed to teach people? 
That dragons can get along without killing each other.   

91. Who jumps into the fight between Clay and Peril? 
Glory leaps out of the tree, snapping her chains, hissing and spitting venom.   

92. How does Peril help Clay get out of the arena after Glory wakes up? 
She touches the clips holding Clay’s wings down so he can fly away.   

93. How do they get Sunny out of her cage? 
Peril slices through the metal with her claws.   

94. Who goes to save Kestrel? 
Clay, Tsunami and Peril.  Sunny and Glory do not forgive her so they don’t want to save her. 

95. On the way to saving Kestrel, what does Clay do? 
He saves a scavenger who is trying to climb up a cliff.   

96. Where do Kestrel, Peril and the Dragonets escape to? 
A glittering ice-clear lake with the Diamond Spray River crawling out the other side.   

97. Tsunami announces the dragonets are not going back to the Talons of Peace.  Where are they going? 
To find their homes and their parents.  They want to see the war firsthand and then decide if they want 
to fulfill the prophecy.   

98. What does Kestrel tell Peril about the black rocks she has to eat? 
That she doesn’t need to eat them, and that Scarlet poisoned her the time she got sick after refusing to 
eat them.   

99. When the dragonets ask Kestrel to tell them about where their eggs came from, what do they learn? 
Tsunami’s egg was stolen from the SeaWing Queen’s hatchery.  Morrowseer brought them Starflight’s 
egg.  Dune found Sunny’s egg in the desert near the Scorpion Den.  Clay’s egg was came from the 
Diamond Spray Delta near the sea where the lowest-born MudWings live.  She doesn’t know where 
Webs got Glory’s egg from.   

100. How do the dragonets get to then Mud Kingdom at the Diamond Spray Delta? 
They decide to swim in the river.  Glory and Sunny will ride on Clay’s and Tsunami’s backs.  Glory will 
camouflage herself to match the river.  Sunny will roll in mud.   

101. What do the dragonets see when they first get to the Mud Kingdom? 
They see a battlefield covered with MudWing and IceWing dragon corpses.   

102. What is Clay’s mother’s name? 
Cattail 

103. What happens when Clay meets his mother? 
She doesn’t seem very excited to meet him.   

104. What does Cattail, Clay’s mother, tell him about his blood-red egg? 
That it wasn’t stolen.  She sold it to the Talons of Peace.   

105. What does Cattail tell them about Asha? 
Asha loved talking to dragonets, “mooning” over them and telling them stories about the Dragonets of 
Destiny and the prophecy.  It makes Clay sad because their lives would’ve been  so different if she hadn’t 
died.   

106. Who does Clay meet after he finds his mother? 
His siblings, which they call “sibs”.   

107. Clay’s siblings say he should’ve been their “bigwings”.  What does that mean? 
The firstborn dragon is the biggest and strongest, and he helps the other dragons in the nest break out 
of their shells.   
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108. Why is it good news for Clay to find out he is a bigwings? 
It means he didn’t attack the other dragonets of destiny when they hatched – he was trying to help 
them get out of their shells.  No one knew because they didn’t know about MudWing life.   

109. Every MudWing troop is made of what? 
A hatching of MudWings.  They learn to hunt and fight together.  The bigwings is their leader.   

110. What kingdom do the dragonets decide to visit next? 
The Kingdom of the Sea to find Coral, the SeaWing Queen and Tsunami’s mother.   

111. In the Epilogue, who does Morrowseer say is going to be the new SandWing Queen? 
Blister.  He says Burn and Blaze are the two who are destined to die.  

112. Who does Morrowseer say is a traitor? 
He says Starflight “has his orders”.    

113. What do Morrowseer and Blister do to Kestrel? 
They kill her.  They say the dragonets don’t need her anymore, and neither do they.  Morrowseer 
slashes her throat and Blister stabs her in the heart with her poisonous tail.    
 


